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Dear Parishioners, 

Our parish support group meets every two months to consider major issues for our parish.  For my contribution to 
this Marian, I’d like to present this submission, which is a good summary of important issues that we’ve been  
discussing at our past two meetings. 

Our Parish is blessed with a number of different groups and ministries that focus on various aspects of the life of our 
Parish community. One of these groups, the Parish Support Group meets with Fr Kevin every 8 weeks or so to discuss 
those issues that don't quite 'fit' into the charter of any of the other groups, or that may otherwise impact on the  
wider Parish community. 

One area of concern is what the future may hold for the Parish. Already, many other Parishes in Melbourne and else-
where have no resident Priest and this may also be a part of our future, in the next three to five years. Those parishes 
that have already faced this challenge have dealt with it in various ways, usually through 'twinning' or otherwise  
combining two or more parishes. Our Deanery has also been discussing this issue and considering options that may 
best suit our local parishes, if and when this is required.   
 
Another area discussed by the Parish Support Group is the fewer numbers at weekend masses. While our church can 
comfortably seat 350, total weekend attendance has been falling steadily for several years, from 360 in 2012 to 250 
in 2015, a drop of 30%. (The total of 250 is typically made up of round 50 people at Saturday night mass, around 120 
at 9 am, and 80 or so at 11 am.) 

We would all like to see this trend reversed, but we do have to face the reality that this experience is now quite  
common in many parishes. Indeed, having fewer mass-goers raises other practical concerns. Firstly, while we are 
grateful for our marvellous teams of volunteers, it has also become harder to regularly and fairly resource our rosters 
of liturgical ministers, including sacristans, musicians, commentators, readers, Eucharistic Ministers and hospitality 
for all three weekend masses. In addition, it is also sometimes challenging to produce within our church a true sense 
of community when there are so many empty seats around us! 

We have all heard about the pessimist who says 'the glass is half empty' while the optimist says 'the glass is half full'. 
While both are technically correct, a third option may be that the glass is twice as big as it needs to be .... 

The Parish Support Group feels that it is time for our parish to start a conversation about how to deal with these  
issues. 

For instance, do you think that we need to change the number and timing of our weekend masses? 
Do you think that this would help our current volunteer rosters? 
Would fewer empty seats promote a greater sense of community during our weekend masses?  

No decisions have been made or timelines set, but you are encouraged to speak with your family and friends, and to 
share your thoughts with one (or more!) members of the Parish Support Group over the coming weeks, see names 
below. 

Fr Kevin 

Chair: Peter Reardon 

Secretary: Greg Northrop 

Members: Peter Rigg, Judy Austin, Jennie O’Dell, Anthony Mallia, Gina Ang. 
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 Time, Time, Time 

 

Time…Time…Time…It is a part of everything. 
Within its arms, Father time never stops. 

Life, death, history, joy, tragedy, advances, regrets...all are in 
constant motion. 

No power on earth can slow it, stop it, alter it. 
It continues one second at a time, building a foundation into 
minutes, hours, days, months, years, decades, centuries, to 

build millenniums. 
The ages come and go as falls give way to winters. 

Lifetimes turn into mere specs of time. 
Lives ancient by our ways who never saw the dawn of modern 

times haunt us from the past with the question, 
“Were they better off having lived in a safer, less complex, 

time?” 
Sin knows no barrier of time for it transcends time. 

It was there in the heart of the primitive man and his club, the 
archer facing the castle for ill gain, 

and the munitions expert firing a missile with an ill heart just as 
it was and is today in the heart 

of he who cheats his measurements of goods by scales with the 
counterweight of rocks, 

then iron, and now electronics. 
Though there are forbidden fruits today, sin comes from the 

heart 
and as time is built into millenniums by seconds, 

the monstrous sins of the present were built one sin at a time. 
The accumulation of sin is amassed to the point when in anoth-

er time 
God sealed the door of the Ark. 

Oh door of our time…where are you but in the opening of Our 
Lady’s mantle. 

Noah’s ark that saved mankind physically; and afterwards, 
the new covenant and the Ark that saved us spiritually, bring us 

through time, to “another time”, 
where the Ark of today will save us “physically” and 

“spiritually”. 
The Ark is Our Lady, and yes, what better time to live than now 

in answer to the question from ancient man: 
“Were others better off living in a simpler time?”. 

All through time, “history” is continually teaching us this: 
as for our time; that the more severe the test 

the greater will be its reward for the victorious. 
It’s a glorious time to live. 

We sit in the front row seat of the amphitheater of time. 
The age of peace is on the horizon, 

the invitation to be under Our Lady’s mantle, our Ark, is the 
open door. 

Time doesn’t exist in Heaven. 
How privileged are we to gaze in the face of a visionary where 

time doesn’t exist, 
for while “we” remain in time, “they” are outside of space and 

time right before our eyes. 
Everything stands still. 

Existence, minus time, is before us. 
 

 

 

No,…voice of ancient man cannot haunt he who stands in the 
face of time where it doesn’t exist. 

If Our Lady tells us by living Her messages we can begin to  
experience Heaven upon earth even 

before we get there, are we then also already beginning to 
transcend time, beginning to live eternity before this passage 

from this life to the next? Look at time. 
Whose lives, though just mere specs in time, changed the 

whole world towards good? 
Span the centuries. 

Who are those who have left and continue to leave the great-
est imprint towards good upon the ages? 

It is God’s saints. 
Even though their lives were brief, compared to a millennium, 

it is their witness that lives not only in time, 
but outside of time as well. 

Everything else passes, yes, even time will die. 
Therefore, what you do along the way will make an imprint and 

when you go, 
as the leaves today are green, tomorrow yellowed and gone, 

what remains is how you lived. 
Not the lofty, illustrious and elevated, but the meek and hum-

ble will be remembered 
throughout eternity, passing love from one heart to another, 

generation after generation, 
until the last man draws his last breath, 

touched by you, transcended into eternity. 
Do look at time, as ages after ages slide by, oh man, and begin 

to live eternity now, 
Not bound by time, as one is not bound to this world. 

As Our Lady said, by living Her messages we will not feel the 
passage 

from this life to the next, so too, we will also begin transcend-
ing time 

into eternity while still upon the earth by our holy lives and 
virtues, 

all of which are recorded for ages to come, 
even if hidden and known only by the angels who record them 

for forever. 
Every virtuous act will be known through eternity by all, when 

all ages pass. 
The passage through time and beyond has only one key to un-

lock it. 
Love. 

Yes, Love…Not human love, 
rather Love “expressed” by “obedience” to all of God’s Com-

mandments. 
For if love saves, obedience preserves, not only in time, 

but when time is no longer.  

 

http://www.medjugorje.com/prayers/medjugorje- wisdom/ 
595-time-time-time.html 

Submitted by Gerry Ryan 
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 The Two Pots 

Words and Wisdom of Pope Francis 
‘Please do not water down your faith in Jesus Christ. 

We dilute fruit drinks … but please do not drink a diluted form of faith … 

It is faith in the Son of God made man, who loved me and who died for me’. 

Pope Francis, World Youth Day 2013, speaking with Argentine youth 

 

A farmer had two large pots that 
were each hung on the end of a 
pole so they could be carried 
across the farmer's shoulders to 
fetch water from the stream to the 
house. One of the pots had a crack 
in it. While the other pot was per-
fect and was always still full at the 
end of the long walk from the 
stream to the house. The cracked 

pot arrived only half full. 
 

This went on every day for two full years, with the farmer 
bringing home only one and a half pots of water. The perfect 
pot was proud of its accomplishments, but the poor cracked 
pot was ashamed of its own imperfection and miserable that it 
could only do half of what the perfect pot could do. 
 

After two years of what it thought was bitter failure, the 
cracked pot spoke to the farmer one day. ‘I am ashamed of 
myself because this crack in my side causes water to leak out 
all the way back to your house.’ 
 

The farmer smiled and said to the pot, ’Did you notice that 
there are flowers on your side of the path but not on the other 
pot's side? That's because I have always known about your 
flaw so I planted flower seeds on your side of the path, and 
every day while we walk back from the stream, you've watered 
them. For two years, I have been able to pick these beautiful 
flowers. Without you being just the way you are, we would not 
have this beauty to grace my house. ‘ 
 

(an Aesop’s Fable) 

 

Moral: Each of us has our own unique flaws. We're all ‘cracked 
pots’. We may sometimes think that we are inefficient, or use-
less, or can’t do as much as another, but it’s the cracks and 
flaws we each have that make our lives together so interesting 
and rewarding. Somehow these flaws can turn out to be a 
blessing in disguise. We've just got to take each person for 
what they are, and look for the good in them. And there's a lot 
of good out there. 
 

“Lord, flawed as we are, give us strength and wisdom that we 
may use our skills and gifts to help our community grow in 
faith.” Amen. 

“After the people of that place recognized him, they sent word throughout the 
region and brought all who were sick to him, and begged him that they might 
touch even the fringe of his cloak; and all who touched it were healed." 

 Here is infinite compassion, evident when Christ allowed a multitude to 
throng him for a chance to touch him. 

 Here is infinite need, seen in the incredible number of those who carne 
from that one tiny place on earth. 

 Here is infinite power. Both those who touched or were touched were made whole. 

 Here ls infinite encouragement. Spiritually, those who touch the Lord shall live. 

 Here is infinite privilege. Today, we are not called merely to "touch" Christ but to be baptized into him, to become a 
part of his mystical body, and to let his mind be in us. 

 Here is infinite danger. With all our speaking of Christ and openly professing our faith, it may be that we  
never touch Christ at all, or, touching, touch not in faith! 

 

Image: https://www.pinterest.com/source/mymorningmeditations.com/ 
Gifts of the Spirit: Let Us Be Healed by God | Morning Meditations 

A Gospel Reflection 
Matthew 14:34-36 Jesus Heals the Sick in Gennesaret 
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The first settlers were graziers but no sooner was the town 
community established with the erection of civic buildings in 
1852, it became swamped by the gold prospectors as rich 
seams were discovered in 1858.  The population quickly 
swelled to 20,000 at its height, but mostly by way of occupa-
tion of makeshift flimsy dwellings, so there is little evidence 
today of this once bustling center. Now the population has 
1,600 ratepayers but is increasing as young families in search 
of affordable housing settle in the area which is only a half 
hours drive to larger centres.  

The town has been the location for Walt Disney’s ‘Ride the 
Wild Pony”, Crawford Productions’ ‘My Brother Tom’ and 
Revco Production’s ‘The True Story of Spit McPhee’. It is an 
obvious choice for the filming of period dramas as there is an 
abundance of historical buildings in the town and any number 
of walks through the Chiltern-Mt Pilot National Park as well as 
mine sites and a pioneer cemetery. 

We made our base, ‘The Chiltern Colonial Motor Inn’, conven-
iently located near the historical station and a short walk to the 
town and lake. It was the only accommodation with a pool so I 
could keep up with a daily exercise routine, to appease a crook 
back, as I managed to brave the nippy water on three occa-
sions much to the surprise of the staff and some of the guests. 
However, on the third morning when I began to lose the feel-
ing in my legs after a short time in the pool I made a hasty exit! 

We joined our friends who were mostly engaged in walking 
along tracks during the day for a communal dinner prepared in 
one of their cabins. It was a splendid three course meal of veg-
etable soup, steak and kidney pie with cauliflower and white 
sauce followed by jellied fruit and ice cream. Grace was read 
out in Latvian, to add a cultural event of interest to the convivi-
al atmosphere.   

A highlight of our visit was an afternoon tea with a long time 
resident of Chiltern, whose ancestors were the original gold 
mining settlers and farmers. The old timber house, from where 
he gave his interesting talk, was crammed with antiques and 
memorabilia reflective of a grander yesteryear. It was the first 
timber hewn house in the town. He explained the mammoth 
scale of gold mining options then from ancestral records which 
noted an amount of over a million pounds expended in one 
year to update maintenance equipment for just one mine.    

But as the ore gave out by the early 20th century it soon resem-
bled a ghost town as only those could not afford to leave 
stayed, to eke out a living from the land and from the few busi-
nesses that remained. 

Before dining out that evening we also all attended Mass at 
Saint Joseph’s Catholic Church. We were welcomed as the 
walking group who could even sing. Our numbers, plus the very 
small congregation led by the priest were in fine voice as we 
sang the hymns a-cappella, possible on our part as five of us 
were part of our church choir. The Telegraph Hotel, the hub of 
the community on that Anzac Day night, when we arrived, was 
full to over flowing with children playing pool while their par-
ents propped up the bar, as other locals and holiday makers 
drifted into the dining room later. 

 

Lindsay Byrnes  

Chiltern   

Above are some pictures taken during an enjoyable stay at 
historic Chiltern and of nearby Beechworth, which are within 
a comfortable 3 hour drive north of Melbourne.  Chiltern is a 
small sleepy little historical town between Wangaratta and 
Albury/Wodonga. The town boasts the childhood home of 
author Henry Handel Richardson, situated opposite the or-
namental Lake Anderson, pictured above.  

This picturesque body of water provides a home to a diversi-
ty of birdlife including three pelicans and is an ideal spot for 
a picnic or to just to wander around.   

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-uFfl9tmrjr8/VU2EuqrQ_uI/AAAAAAAAAaw/vXEAyhTJhio/s1600/IMG_2438.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Orrpsa9DFCE/VU2EsU86RZI/AAAAAAAAAao/8Jd6IQjO1fg/s1600/IMG_2430.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-h3WaDYf6Ndc/VU2EvISzf0I/AAAAAAAAAa0/FXadjmKj7vY/s1600/IMG_2440.JPG
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A BLESSING 
 

Oh blessed happenstance, 
to find myself out at the woodpile  

at the very same time the brilliance  
of the evening sun bursts forth  

through the forks of the gums - a light  
so bright, almost white in its intensity, 

clothing the canopy of wattle. 
 

In July she’s wild with soft yellow 
balls of blossom clustered upon each branch; 

 alive with song, 
trembling in praise;  

each laden branch leaning forward 
to pay homage to Sister Sun. 

 
Such splendour in an instant fades,  

and I, graced with such beauty, 
load the barrow effortlessly, in awe of 

that moment that caused my breath to pause, 
my eyes to fill, my soul to soar. 

 
Trish July 2015 

Blessed are you who take time to listen to difficult speech, for you help me to know that if I persevere, I 
can be understood.  

Blessed are you who walk with me in public places and ignore the stares of strangers, for in your  
friendship I feel good to be myself.  

Blessed are you who never bid me to "hurry up" and, more blessed, you who do not snatch a task from 
my hands to do it for me, for often I need time rather than help.  

Blessed are you who stand beside me as I enter new and untried ventures, for my uncertainty will be out-
weighed by the times I surprise you and me.  

Blessed are you who ask for my help and realize my giftedness, for my greatest need is to be needed.  

Blessed are you who help me with the graciousness of Christ, because I sometimes need the help for 
which I cannot ask.  

Blessed are you who, in all ways, assure me that what makes me an individual is not my particular disabil-
ity, but my beautiful God-filled personhood which no disabling condition can confine 
or define.  

Rejoice and be glad, for you have helped me believe in myself as valued and gifted 
person and your understanding and love have opened doors for me to enjoy life to the 
fullest. 

(author unknown) 
http://www.ncpd.org/sites/default/files/beatitudesofacceptance0306.pdf 
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Equal Access Ministry 
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STEWARDSHIP  
 The year of 2013 was designated by the Catholic Church as an international “Year of Faith”.  Dur-
ing that year all Catholics were invited to reconsider and recommit to our faith - to living our lives as Dis-
ciples of Jesus Christ.  It was therefore appropriate that our Parish of Our Lady Help of Christians re-
sponded to this invitation by conducting a Parish Stewardship Program in 2014 - one which  
challenged us as individuals to examine our commitment to our faith and how we come together as a 
parish community. 

 We are now “midway” through our three year Program and this is a good time to review our pro-
gress as a parish and our own individual commitments.  Over the first two weekends in September we 
will bring you up to date with what we have achieved since the Program concluded in February/March 
2014 and what remains on our agenda. 

 We will all be asked to make a re-commitment to our Parish Stewardship Program on the week-
end of Saturday 12 and Sunday 13 September.  If you will not be at Masses that weekend, it would be 
appreciated if you would please return your completed pledge to the Parish Office no later than 4pm on 
Wednesday 16 September. 

 

  WHAT IS MY STEWARDSHIP RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR PARISH? 

 To be an active member of our faith community                                                  
  celebrating weekly Mass & the Sacraments 

 To be involved in service                                                                                            
we grow both as individuals and as a faith community 

 To make my financial commitment to the Stewardship Program                                      
enables us to always provide the services that make us a special  

community of faith 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Once one chooses to become a Disciple of Jesus Christ -  
Stewardship is not an option” 

The late Bishop Thomas Murphy USA 
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The text of the Lord’s Prayer should not 
be seen as just a formula for vocal recita-
tion. It is, rather, a series of statements 
and petitions in which we affirm our  
relationship with God, with the people 
around us and with the world in general. 
It is a statement of faith and it is, as we 
shall see, a highly challenging and, there-
fore, even rather dangerous prayer. 

Let us take a brief look at the petitions 
one by one. 

1. Our Father: 

The challenge and the danger begin right 
in the first two words. We address God as 
Father, the source of life and of every-
thing that we have; we have nothing 
purely of our own.  We do not address 
him as Lord, or Master, or Judge. We do 
not even call him, the Source of all being, 
Creator, but by the much more personal 
term, Father. But God is not just ‘Father’; 
he is ‘our‘ Father. And that ‘our’ includes 
every single person who lives or has ever 
lived on this earth; not a single person 
can be excluded.  

In addressing God as ‘our Father’ we are 
acknowledging that every human person, 
including myself, is a child of God and 
therefore that we all belong to one huge 
family where we are all, in a very real 
way, brothers and sisters to each other. 
There is no room here for rejection, or 
hatred, or prejudice or contempt of any 
kind based on race, nationality, colour of 
skin, gender, sexual orientation, social 
class, religion… If I am not prepared to 
accept every single person as a brother or 
sister, I will have problems even  
beginning to say this prayer. 

2. Hallowed be your name: 

Of course, God’s name is holy no matter 
what we say or think. We make this  
prayer for our sake more than for his. 
Here we are praying that God’s name be 
held in the deepest respect by people 
everywhere. That is not the case: some 
people despise his name and others do 
not even know it. We pray that the whole 
world will know God’s name, which is to 
say, to know and recognise God as their 
God and Lord, their Creator and Conserv-
er and the final end of their lives on this 

earth. It is, in fact, another form of the 
next petition. 

3. Your kingdom come: 

We pray that every person in our world 
may put themselves consciously and will-
ingly under the kingship and lordship and 
the love of God. We do this, above all, by 
our working together to make this world 
the kind of place that God wants it to be – 
a place of truth and love, of justice and 
peace, of sharing and caring. In one 
sense, of course, God is Lord irrespective 
of our relationship to him. But it is clearly 
his will that people, on their part, should 
accept that loving lordship as the centre 
of their lives.  

4. Your will be done on earth – as in heav-
en: 

This, in a way, is simply another way of 
saying what we have already asked for in 
the previous two petitions. For that is the 
will of God that people everywhere  
recognise the holiness of his name and 
submit themselves gladly to his kingship 
and lordship in our world. We do that 
most effectively by identifying totally with 
the mission and work of Jesus to bring 
life, healing and wholeness to our world. 
To do the will of God is not simply to 
throw aside what we want and accept 
God’s will even when it is totally contrary 
to our own. We are only fully doing God’s 
will when we can see clearly that what he 
wants is always what is the very best for 
us. And we are only fully doing his will 
when we fully want what he wants, when 
our will and his will are in perfect harmo-
ny. Then we do what he wants and we do 
what we want. We are praying here to 
reach that level of  
oneness. 

5. Give us this day our daily bread: 

It does not look like it but this also is a 
highly dangerous prayer for us to make. 
First of all, we are only asking for what we 
need now. We are asking for what we 
need today; tomorrow is another day. We 
take care of one day at a time. 

But there is one little word here that is 
highly dangerous. It is the word ‘us’. Who 
is that ‘us’? Just me and my immediate 

family? or my parish? or my neighbour-
hood or my town or my country? Surely it 
is the same as that ‘our’ in the first peti-
tion – it includes every single person. I am 
praying, therefore, that every single per-
son has bread to eat today. We know, of 
course, that there are millions of people 
(some of them in rich countries) who do 
not have enough to eat or who suffer 
from  
malnutrition and poorly balanced diets. In 
praying that all of ‘us’ have our daily 
bread, are we expecting God to drop 
manna from the skies or are we not  
reminding ourselves that the feeding of 
brothers and sisters is our responsibility? 
If people are hungry or badly fed, it is not 
God’s doing; human beings are  
responsible in most cases (outside of nat-
ural disasters). 

6. And forgive us our trespasses, as we 
forgive those who trespass against us. 

Again is this not another dangerous  
prayer to make? We are asking that God’s 
forgiveness to us be conditional on our 
readiness to forgive those we  
perceived to have hurt us in some way. 
That is a daring thing to do. And for-
giveness does not simply mean uttering a 
few words. Forgiveness in the Scripture 
always includes reconciliation between 
offender and offended. In fact, I would go 
even further and say that the fully Chris-
tian person is never offended, cannot be 
offended. The true Christian has a rock 
solid sense of their own security and their 
own inner worth which no other person 
can take away. When such a person is the 
recipient of some attack, be it verbal or 
physical, their first response is to reach 
out to the attacker with concern and  
sympathy. It is the attacker who has the 

(Continued on page 8) 

http://teilhard.com/2013/06/20/the-lords-prayer-our-prayer-is-communal/
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problem, not the one attacked. Most of us have a long way to go to reach that level of inner peace. ‘If what you say about me is 
true, I accept it; if it is false, then it is false. Why should I take offence?’ 

7. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. 

In the end, we acknowledge our weaknesses and our total dependence on God’s help. We pray that we will not find ourselves in 
a situation where we fall seriously. We ask to be protected from the powers of evil with which we are surrounded. 

Finally, in addition to simply reciting this prayer in the rapid way we normally do, we could sometimes take it very slowly, one 
petition at a time and let its meaning sink in. Or we could just take one petition which is particularly meaningful to us at any time 
and just stay with it until it really becomes part of us. 

Teilhard de Chardin 
http://teilhard.com/2013/06/20/the-lords-prayer-our-prayer-is-communal/ 

(Continued from page 7) 

AAADD 

 
Thank goodness there's a name for this disorder. Somehow I feel better even though I have it! 

Recently, I was diagnosed with A.A.A.D.D. - Age Activated Attention Deficit Disorder. This is how it manifests: 

I decide to water my garden. As I turn on the hose in the driveway, I look over at my car and decide it needs washing. As I 
start toward the garage, I notice mail on the veranda table that I brought up from the letter box earlier. I decide to go through 
the mail before I wash the car. 

I lay my car keys on the table, put the junk mail in the rubbish bin under the table, and notice that it is full. So, I decide to put 
the bills back on the table and take out the rubbish first. But then I think, since I'm going to be near the letter box, when I take 
out the rubbish anyway, I may as well pay the bills first. I take my cheque book off the table, and see that there is only one 
cheque left.  
My extra cheques are in my desk in the study, so I go inside the house to my desk where I find the can of lemonade I'd been 
drinking. I'm going to look for my cheques, but first I need to push the lemonade aside so that I don't accidentally knock it 
over. 

The lemonade is getting warm, and I decide to put it in the refrigerator to keep it cold. 

As I head toward the kitchen with the lemonade, a vase of flowers on the bench catches my eye -- they need water. I put the 
can on the counter and discover my reading glasses that I've been searching for all morning. I decide I better put them back 
on my desk, but first I'm going to water the flowers.  

I set the glasses back down on the bench, fill a container with water and suddenly spot the TV remote. Someone left it on the 
kitchen table. I realize that tonight when we go to watch TV, I'll be looking for the remote, but I won't remember that it's on 
the kitchen table, so I decide to put it back in the lounge where it belongs, but first I'll water the flowers. I pour some water in 
the flowers, but quite a bit of it spills on the floor. So, I set the remote back on the table, get some towels and wipe up the 
spill. Then, I head down the hall trying to remember what I was planning to do. 

 At the end of the day 
the car isn't washed 
the bills aren't paid 
there is a warm can of lemonade sitting on the bench 
the flowers don't have enough water, 
there is still only 1 cheque in my cheque book, 
I can't find the remote, 
I can't find my glasses, 
and I don't remember what I did with the car keys. 

Then, when I try to figure out why nothing got done today, 
I'm really baffled because I know I was busy all day, and 
I'm really tired. I realize this is a serious problem, and I'll 
try to get some help for it, but first I'll check my email... 
 
Don't laugh -- if this isn't you yet, your day is coming! 

http://www.ahajokes.com/fp037.html 
Image: https://sadderbutwiser.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/forgetful.gif 

Smile  

http://teilhard.com/
http://teilhard.com/2013/06/20/the-lords-prayer-our-prayer-is-communal/
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So leaders appear . . . 
 

A group of ten mountain climbers had been exploring the high reaches of the Andes Mountains in South America. The evening 
before they were due to start their descent, they celebrated late into the night their successful trip and went off to sleep in their 
tents to make themselves ready for tomorrow’s return. But during the night, while they slept, the weather deteriorated and 
closed in around them. Emerging in the morning from their tents, they were horrified to see a snow storm at its worst. The 
heavy snow falling was quickly blotting out recognisable mountain tracks and features. Then the group discussed all options. 
Some were for setting out immediately on the descent before conditions became worse, others for staying put till the weather 
perhaps improved but, with rations low and equipment meant for summer mountain conditions, that option had its dangers. 

As they discussed, a lone figure emerged through the falling snow and he realised their predicament. His brief statement was, 
‘Follow me and, since we have a long way to go before dark, travel light. Take only essential food and clothing; leave the rest.’ 
Some were for staying, some for following the mysterious stranger. Eventually they decided to they would go as a group, alt-
hough not totally convinced. All the morning they plodded after him, still fearful as he made his way between mountains and 
slopes, up gentle inclines and down again. The group began murmuring that the silent stranger was lost. Some had the idea of 
climbing up again to the top and waiting for the weather to break so they could see where they were. Finally their leader ap-
proached him with the idea but the stranger was a man of few word. ‘Lost? Your future is in my hands. If you don’t follow me 
you won’t have one.’ And he moved on, all through the long afternoon he kept them moving perceptibly downwards with ‘time 
is running out; keep moving.’ In the late afternoon, as darkness closed and somewhere near despair, they spotted the lights of a 
village below them. Later, warmed around a blazing fire, they thanked the silent, mysterious stranger enthusiastically for his sure 
leadership. 

As a church we travel a rocky road. As we slept in accustomed ways and on the high peaks of comfort, the cold snow drifts of 
problems have come upon us quickly, blotting our paths and recognizable features. Understanding fear was the immediate  
reaction as to the way ahead. The initial fear, doubt and discouragement, however, have given way as confident leaders ap-
peared among us.  

Pope Francis ‘mysteriously’ appears from a distant country; but now 
no stranger, he insistently calls us to keep our eyes on our real lead-
er, Jesus Christ, who will lead us to safety. He leads us with certainty, 
continually asking us to forgo our comfort zones of treasured  
traditions, of safety in observance of laws and regulations, and the 
high peaks of social responsibility and to descend with him to the 
valleys of a more pastoral, merciful church and the warmth of the 
fire of understanding and forgiveness. 

 

 

Frank Freeman SDB, editorial, Australian Salesian Bulletin, June 2015  

Toot ‘n Tell or Go to Hell 

The elderly priest, speaking to the younger priest, said, 'You had  a good idea to replace the first four pews with plush 
bucket theatre seats. It worked like a charm. The front of the church always fills first now.' 

 The young priest nodded, and the old priest continued, 'And you told me adding a little more beat to the music 
would bring young people back to church, so I supported you when you brought in that rock 'n roll gospel choir. Now 
our services are consistently packed to the balcony.' 

'Thank you, Father,' answered the young priest. 'I am pleased that you are open to the new ideas of youth.' 

'All of these ideas have been well and good,' said the elderly priest, 'But I'm afraid you've gone too far with the drive-
thru confessional.' 

'But Father,' protested the young priest, 'my confessions and the donations have nearly doubled since I began that!' 

'Yes,' replied the elderly priest, 'and I appreciate that—but the flashing 
neon sign, 'Toot 'n Tell or Go to Hell' cannot stay on the church roof. 

 

 

http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-230737 
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  Our Lady Help of Christians  

 

SCHOOL TEAM  

School Principal: Chris Ray  

School Secretary: Liz Cox  

R.E.C. : Marguerite Jones  

PARISH SCHOOL 

School: 1-13 Henry Street. Eltham  

Phone: 9439 7824  

email: school@olhceltham.catholic.edu.au  

web site: www.olhceltham.catholic.edu.au  

 

WEEKEND MASSES  

Saturday 6.00pm  

Sunday 9.00am, 11.00am  

PARISH VISION STATEMENT 

 

A loving parish, centred in Christ,  

that is welcoming, inclusive and connected, 

 and relevant to the needs of our world.  

PARISH TEAM  

Parish Priest: Fr. Kevin Burke  

Parish Secretaries:  
Angela Vines (Mon & Wed 9am - 3.30pm)  
Loretta Marazzato (Fri 9am - 3.30pm)  

Pastoral Worker:  Gina Ang 
(Tues , Wed  & Thurs 9am - 3.30pm) 

PARISH HOUSE 

Parish: 4 Henry Street, Eltham  

House: P.O. Box 310, Eltham  

Phone: 9439 9206  

Fax: 9431 3755  

email: olhc@alphalink.com.au  

web site: www.olhc.info  

PARISH DIRECTORY 

HEALING MASSES  

First Wednesday of March/June/ September/December - 11:30am 

WEEKDAY MASSES  

Tuesday - Friday 9.15am  

RECONCILIATION  

Saturday - 9:30am  

This Issue’s Prayer –  Closing Prayer of World Community for Christian Meditation 

 May this Community be a true spiritual home for the 
seeker, a friend for the lonely, a guide for the confused. 

 May those who pray here be strengthened by the Holy 
Spirit to serve all who come and to receive them as Christ 
himself. 

 In the silence of this meditation room may all the  
suffering, violence and confusion of the world encounter the  
Power that will console, renew and uplift the human spirit. 

 May this silence be a power to open the hearts of men and women to the vision of God, and so to 
each other, in love and peace, justice and human dignity. 

 May the beauty of the Divine Life fill this Community and the hearts of all who pray here with joyful 
hope. 

 May all who come here, weighed down by the problems of humanity, leave, giving thanks for the 
wonder of human life. 

    We make this prayer through Christ our Lord. Amen.          
                                                                 

 
Laurence Freeman OSB  


